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Meet President Elect
Jim Cavan
President Elect Jim Cavan and his wife
Julia grew up just over the river in
Sherborn. He is a product of the DoverSherborn Regional Schools, a graduate of
St. Sebastian’s School and holds BA and
MS degrees from Boston College. He
first served the Dover community while a
paramedic for MetroWest Medical
Center’s Advanced Life Support
Paramedic Unit.
Jim is committed to open spaces and serves as a Corporate Trustee for the
Trustees of Reservations. As a result, he is commonly found exploring the
walking trails in Dover.
His wife, Julia, is active in town with the Dover Mothers Association, the
Chickering PTO and Friends of the Dover Library. Their son, Hunter, is a
student at Chickering and excited to finally learn what is in that “little
building on the hill”.
Jim is retired after many years in the digital health industry. He looks
forward to serving the Dover Historical Society as its President.

Re-discovering a Dover Treasure
-And Another One

D

over, 1861. Volunteers in Dover, MA had designed and sewn a
very large, very interesting version of the American flag. Its
purpose was to announce Union victories during the Civil War by
being flown on Farm Street, to be clearly seen by the townspeople who
walked or rode in carriages and wagons on their way to town.
Fortunately, we still have the flag
today. Called the Everett Flag after
one of the original creators, the
flag had not been seen or thought
of in many years and was safely
stowed away at the Sawin
Museum; too fragile and too large
to keep on display.

“We were both keen to
see these special flags,
however there was no
record of where they were
stored”
In 2007 Dover Civil War
enthusiast
Tim
Wider
commissioned a member of the
Dover Historical Society to hand
sew a replica of the historic flag
which he later gifted to the
Society. This winter Tim met with
Cole White, the Student Intern at
The original flag. Note this is the reverse side.
the Sawin Museum and told him
about these town treasures. We were both keen to see these special flags,
however there was no record of where they were stored.
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Cole White, Student Intern at the Sawin Museum, inspecting the original Everett flag

We spent a snowy afternoon upending storage closets and peering into
every corner of the Sawin Museum where artifacts are neatly stowed.

“The location of the replica flag, however,
remained a mystery”
Finally we checked the last possible place, the walk-in safe on the Main
Level. And there it was, high up on a shelf, carefully boxed and labelled,
almost out of sight in the dim lighting. It was exciting to lift the lid of the
huge box to see this important Dover heirloom.
The flag is truly beautiful! The fabric is fragile and almost transparent in
many places. Stuart Swiny, the Museum curator, carefully photographed
it for our records and the flag is now in its box, re-folded in acid-free tissue,
safely back on the high shelf.
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The location of the replica flag, however, remained a mystery until Tim
Wider spoke with Karl Warnick, Superintendent of Building Maintenance
for the town. Fortunately, Karl had stored the flag in his office in the Dover
Townhouse. It had been flown for a long time in the center of town and
had suffered considerably from the elements.

Sawin Curator and his wife Laina risking life and limb to
photograph the original flag

Again, this flag adventure took another lucky turn when Stuart spoke with
a member of the Dover Historical Society who was interested in the flag
and its story. This person believed that, given the significance of this
Dover treasure, a worthwhile course of action would be to create a new
hand-sewn replica, even better and more exact than the earlier version.
With gratitude and great appreciation, the Dover Historical Society looks
forward to working with this generous individual who has pledged a great
deal of time, consideration and talent to create another replica of the 1861
Everett Civil War Flag for the new and future citizens of our town.
Lori Carbone
Associate Curator, Sawin Museum
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The Everett Flag
Our Associate Curator Lori Carbone has already shared the story of the
Everett Flag and its replica, recently rediscovered and generously
donated to the Society by Tim Wider. As is the case with so many of the
items in our collection, a closer look at the original yields another story,
in its own way as large and interesting as the flag itself.

A

uthor and local historian Frank Smith tells us that the flag was
hand stitched by a group of Dover women, all neighbors along
Farm Street, in early 1861 “as an expression of their interest and
sympathy in the Union cause”. The women were Sara Allen Plummer, her
sister Martha “Mattie” (Plummer) Everett, Mary Jane Bacon, Abigail
Kenrick, Elizabeth Talbot, and Hannah Soule. Their fabric of choice,
muslin, was in short supply due to the war, and the stripes were cut from
an alternative known as Turkey Red, cotton dyed with the root of the Rubia
plant. On completion, the ladies’ husbands cut a “Liberty Pole” and placed
it on the north side of Farm Street directly opposite the newly built
farmhouse occupied by Mattie and her husband, George Draper Everett,
at 56 Farm Street. A cord was hung linking the pole to the attic window of
the Everett house, and the flag was suspended across Farm Street in
celebration of every Union victory from Shiloh to Lee’s surrender.

The Everett House at 56 Farm Street
(Collection of the Dover Historical Society)
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What do we know of the ladies who comprised this Civil War sewing
circle? The women all lived on or in close proximity to Farm Street.
Hannah (Draper) Soule was 64 years old at the time the flag was sewn.
The senior member of the group, she was married to Alexander Soule, a
farmer and veteran of the War of 1812. Elizabeth (Hodges) Talbot, age 42,
was married to another local farmer, Asa Talbot, whose house survives
today as 46 Farm Street. Abigail (Ingalls) Kenrick, age 41, was married to
John Kenrick, a blacksmith and farmer with an orchard said to be the
largest in Norfolk County.
Mary Jane Bacon, age 24, married farmer and businessman Benjamin N.
Sawin, on 20 Oct 1864. The couple’s two children, Nellie and George,
both died of diphtheria in March of 1874. Mary (Bacon) Sawin died of
heart disease on 6 Sep 1888. Ben Sawin then married his second wife
Sarah Eudora Shumway and, on his death in 1905, bequeathed to the
Historical Society both the small triangular lot at the intersection of
Dedham, Centre, and Haven Streets, and the funds to erect the Sawin
Memorial Building that stands on the site today.

“she opened a stationary store and established a
lending library that would eventually become the city’s
first public library”
The Plummer sisters, Sara (25), and Martha “Mattie” (23) were recent
arrivals in Dover. Their father, Micajah S. Plummer, had relocated from
New Gloucester, Maine at some point just prior to 1860, and operated a
small grocery store near the intersection of Springdale Avenue, Farm
Street, and Main Street. Mattie married George Draper Everett in June of
1861. The Plummer family appears to have placed a high value on
education, as both Sara and Mattie were graduates of Maine’s Westbrook
Seminary. Sara had also attended a teacher’s college in Worcester and
studied at Cooper Union while working as an elementary school teacher
in New York City.
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Sara went on to work as a hospital nurse
during the war. Having contracted
pneumonia, she moved to California in
1869. While the transcontinental railroad
was completed in that year, Sara appears
to have made the journey by sea, alone,
from New York to Panama, across the
Isthmus, and up the coasts of South and
North America to California. Settling in
Santa Barbara, she opened a stationary
store and established a lending library that
would eventually become the city’s first
public library. She also developed a
Sara Plummer Lemmon
passion for botany and began painting the
(Photo by Wynne Brown)
flowers and plants of her adopted state. In
1880, when she was 44 years old, she married noted botanist John Gill
Lemmon, a Civil War veteran and survivor of Andersonville Prison. The
couple spent the rest of John’s life searching for and cataloguing the
botanical specimens of the West Coast, with Sara providing illustrative
paintings. Their collection, the Lemmon Herbarium, was ultimately
donated to the University of California at Berkeley.
John Gill Lemmon, whose health had
been permanently damaged by his
imprisonment at Andersonville, died in
1908. Sarah never recovered from the
loss of her husband, ultimately dying of
senile dementia in 1923. Both are buried
in Oakland’s Mountain View Cemetery,
beneath a headstone marked “Partners in
Botany”.

Douglas Ragwort as painted by Sara
Plummer Lemmon in 1882
(Photo By Wynne Brown)
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George and Mattie (Plummer) Everett operated a feed and grocery store
from their home at 56 Farm Street for many years. Both served the Town
as well, George as Selectman and Treasurer, and Mattie as Superintendent
of Dover’s schools for ten years. In addition, she was an early and active
advocate for women’s rights, and a frequent presence at state and district
conferences. George died in 1904 and Mattie in 1926, having lived long
enough to witness the passage of the 19th Amendment and perhaps have
the satisfaction of casting her own votes in the elections of 1920 and 1924.
Both are buried in Highland Cemetery.
The Society is grateful to Tim Wider who, in donating the replica,
reminded us of this unique piece of Dover’s history, and lead us to
rediscover the story of an independent and adventurous woman whose role
in the creation of the original was eclipsed by a host of greater
accomplishments.
Elisha Lee
President
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Visit our websites:
www.doverhistoricalsociety.org
www.sawinmuseum.com
The Dover Historical Society’s two museums, the Sawin Museum,
located at 80 Dedham Street, and the Caryl House, located at 107
Dedham Street, are currently open by appointment only.
To arrange a visit, call 617-678-2229.
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